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Abstract: Let X and Y be “tame“ closed subsets of ‘Euclidean space Eh having dimensions 
k and I, respectively. It is shown thst arb.ktrarily close to the identity there exists a homeomor- 
phism h of En onto itself such that dim (Jr(X) f~ Y) G k + I -- FL 
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1. Introduetiw 
We prove here that the usual general position formula concerning the 
dimensions of polyhedra also holds for a wide class of closed subsets of 
n-dimensional euclidean space En. Clearly, one cannat, in general, take 
a k-dimensional compacturn X and an Z-dimensional compactum Y, ;and 
move X by a space homeomorphism of Eti such that the dimension il;>f 
the intersection 4 k + I-n (see [ 6, Ch. 61). The difficulty here is that, 
while X and Y may be very nice spaces, th.ey can sit in EL wildly. How- 
ever, one might expect a form of general position to hold if the compac- 
ta are, in some sense, ‘“tame” in En. But just exactly what does “tames 
ness” mean for arbitrary ;ompa,cta? 
In [ 21 and [3] , Ross Geoghegan and the author have given what 
seems to be a reasonable definition of tam.eness for compacta. This is 
by way of the strong Z properties and is essential 
A tame k-dimensional set in En (i.e., a strong J& 
which can be pushed off any (n - k -1) 
- -- -- - --- present paper we prove that if A* is a ik&iX! k_dimen~iw~d~ St 2X! Y iS 2 
tame Z-dimensional set, then there is a homeomr)rphism h of En, moving 
porUc3 e2 ti;; l *+E Q =nall distance, such that h(X) fl Y as a tame (k +I - n)-dimen- 
tis-nal set (co*mpare with [4, Lemma 4.61). 
We proceed now with some definitions, A closed subset X of a topo- 
logical space Y is a Zm -set (m an integer 2 Oj if for every non-empty 
Pn-connected open set U in Y, U\ X is non-empty and m-connected. If 
Y is a metric space and i e > 0, we denote the set of points whose dis- 
tance from X is less than E by N(X, E). An q&z of the pair (Y, X) is a 
homeomorphism of Y for which an e-isotopy H of Y exists satisfying: 
Ho= l,H, =h,andH&Y\N(X, E)= 1 foreachtG [0, l].Aclosed 
subset X of En is a strong Zm -set (m an integer, - 1 < yn < n) if for each 
compact subpolyhedron P of E” having dimension < m + 1, and each 
E > 0, there exists an e-push h of (En, X n P)i such that h(X) n B = 8. 
For an integer m 2 YF, a strong Zm -set is the empty set. 
lkoughout this pzper, let k, 1 and n he integers with n 2 0 and 
-4 < k, I< n. 
Our main result is 
Theorem 1 .l . Let X be a siring Z,, k 2 r,net in En and let Y be a strong 
Z,,z_r_2-set in En. Pf Uis an open subs& of En coc~taining X fi Y and 
E > 0, there is a homeomorphism h of En p fixed outside U and moving 
points a distance less than e, such that h(X) n Y is a strong Z,.,_(k+l - - ,,, 2- 
set in En. 
Using Stanko’s approximation theorem [51, we aiso have 
Corolllary 1.2. Let X and Y be compact subsets of En such that dim X G k 
and dim Y < 1. If E > 0, <i’here xist embeddings h and g of X and Y into 
En, respectively, such that 
(i) d(as, h(x)) < 4~ for each x E X, 
(ii) d(x, g(x)) < E for each x E Y, 
(iiij dini (h(X> r‘, ,-[Y’))< k+l--n. 
Throughout his paper, a triangulation AK of an open set U in En will 
be a locally finite simphcial complex induced from a typical rectilinear 
triangulation of En. Thus if .K triangulates U, then any finite subcom- 
plex of K is a rectilinea subcomplex of En. The symbol <, when used 
in conjunction with simplexes, will mean “proper face of” and the sym- 
bol < will mean “face of”. If K is a complex in E”, :./Cl will denote the 
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usual point-set body of K. A General reference for the combinatorial 
results used here is [4] y 
In Secztion 2 we state some results concerning strong 2, k_;l-sets amd 
in Section 3 we prove some necessary combinatorial lem&s. The proofs 
of Theorem 1.1 and Corollary 1.2 are in Section 4. 
2. Strong z,_k-2-sets 
In thi.;s ection we state two propositions which contain nearly all the 
basic results concerning strong 2, k 2 -sets. The first is a. restatement 
of [3,3.1] and the second is a com,bmation of the results in [3] and 
[s] . 
Proposition 2.1u Let X be a closed subset of En. 
(ij Ij’X is a strong Zn-k_2 -set in En, then dim X 6 k; 
(ii) _!j? = n - 1 and dim X < k, then X ii a strung Zn k 2-set; 
(iii) I’j’k = n - 2, n # 3, and dim X G k, then x is a strong ~~~_k_~2-a?t; 
(iv)l’fk<n-3,n#4,dimX91k,andXisaZ1-set, thenXisa 
strong Z,_k_2-seI-; 
(v) If (n, k) # (3, 1), (4,o) or (4,1) and %rl’ is a Zn k 2+7et, then X is - - 
a strong Zn_k_2-Set. 
Proposition 2.2. Let X be a clowd subset of En. 
(i) If X is a strong Z,-,_k aaet in En and h: En -+ E” is dz homeo- 
morphism, th en h(X) is a strong Z,,_k_z+et. 
(ii) If X’ is closed in X and X is a‘strong Zn_.k_z-set, then so is X’. 
(iii) X is a strong Zn k - - 2 -set in E’ if and on& if ,for each compact 
subpolyhedron P of En having dimension < n -. k- 1, and each E > 0, 
there is an ~-push h of (E”, X) such that h(X) r~ 6)~ 0. 
(iv) If X is a strong Zn k 2 -set in En, e > 0, U is an open set in k?‘, 
and P is the countable w&G of compact subpo!jlheclra in En, each 
contained in U and having dimension < n - k - 1,) then there is a Jaomes- 
morphism h of En, fixed outside U and moving points a distance less 
than E, such that h(X) n P = 8. 
(v) If X is compact having dimension < k atld c > 0, there is ax em- 
bedding h : X + En such that h(X) is a strong Z,, k_2_set and d(x, h(x)) . -. 
C E for each x E X. 
roof. (i) follows from i.5, 3.51 2nd (ii) is a restateme 
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follows from [3: 3.41. (iv) is proved using an argument similar to that of 
[3,3.10 and 2.111. We leave the details to the reader. The proof of 5:~) 
requires everal cases. If k = n: - 1, the conclusion follows trivially ilcbrn 
(ii) of Proposition 2.1. Similarly for k = n - 2, except possibly when 
n = 3, But (n, k) = (3,l) is the trivial range and hence follows from [ 2, 
3.61. For k G n-3, Stank0 [5f has shown that X may be approximated 
by a cop X’ which is a Z, -set (i.e., P \ X’ is HJILC). Combining this 
fact with part (iv) of Proposition 2.1 f we have the desired conclusion, 
except possibly when (yt, k) = (4,O) or (4,1). But again this is the trivial 
range and [ ‘ii,3 -61 applies. 
3,. CombinatorM results 
If XT is a simplicial complex In En, let sd K denote the first barycentric 
subdivision of K and for an integer j 2 2, let sdiK denote the jth bary- 
centric subdivision of K. If R is a simplex of K, A denotes the barycenter 
of A. Then sd K consists of simplexes of the form (A”, . . . n”, ), where 
A&A,<... < A,. Let Ki denote the j-skeleton of K. If L is a subcom- 
plex of K, let 7(L, K) be the collection of all simplexes A in K such that 
there exist simplexes A’ E L and B E K with A, A” \< B. 
Now let u be an open subset of En and let K be a triangulation of U. 
Let zz denote the dual Z-skeleton of K: K’ is the subcomplex of sd K 
consisting of simplexes of the form <a, . . . A,), where A G A, < . . . < A, 
for some (n - &simplex A of K. Clearly, $? is an I-dimensional complex. 
In this section we cxamia!e the relationship ‘between sd (Kk) and &!, 
both of which are subcomptexes of sd K. Note that sd (Kk) consists of 
simplexes of the form (A0 . ..AAr))wheredimAi4kforO<KrandR 
consists of simplexes of the form (A0 . . . a,>, where dim A, > YI - I for 
OGKY. 
Lemma 3.1.8’l n sd (Kk) is a fzd2 subcomplex of sd K. 
Proof, This follows easily because both zz and sd cKk ) are full in sd EC. 
In particular, I q(sd(&? n sd (Kk)), sd2 K’)I is a regular neighborhood of 
IX’n sd(P)l in U . 
ma 3.2. ? n sd (Kk) is (k + I- n)-dimensiunal 
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oaf. Suppose that (A0 . . . a,.) is a simp!ex of K’ n sd (A?). We shall 
Iprove that I < k + I - ~1. Since (a, . . . A”,) is a simplex of xl, dim “4, 3 
~-3 LetBo,...,Bs l,wheren - l G s, bc a cequence of proper faces 
of A, such that B, ? . . . < B,_, < A, < .,. <pr. Since (A0 . . . L$) is 8 
simplex of sd (II,? ), the simplex (go l m . Bs _1 A, . .* A^,) is also a simplex 
ofsd(A?)andhences+r+l<k+l.Butn--lGs,sorGk+C-rz 
and the lemma is proved. We have assumed here that any complex with 
negative dimension is the empty set. 
4. Proofs of Theorem 1 .l and Corollary 1.2 
We now begin the proof of Theorem 1.1. First, we need a criterion for 
the strong 2 pcgnerty. This is stated exactly as we need it and is similar 
to the pseudo-polyi;&al property of [ 21. 
Lemma 4.1. Let ( U&> 1 be a sequence of spe; I subsets of En and for f 
t&z i 2, 1, let Ki triangulate Ui, let Ji be a fini’ae subCopr_spiczx Of K,/ 
Mthich iS full in Ki and has dimension G k, sod let Ni = I7?(Sd Jj, sd AU,)l. 
rj~ Nj+l C Int Nj for each i > 1 and Iimi,oD (mesh Kj ) = 0, t&n 
Ai= flFI Nj IS a strong Zn_k_a2-sCt in En. 
Proof. Let P be a compact subpolyhedron of I?” having dimension < 
n - k - 1 and let E > 0. Let I be an integer so !iarge that Nj is contained 
in the e-neighborhood ofN and mesh Ki C e/2. By general position fsr 
polyhedra, there is an ~129isotopy Ht’ fixed outside Nj, such that 
HI(P) n iJii = 0 (note here that Ni IS a regular neighborhood of IJ$. 
Moreover, each point of Int Nj \ lJ,l lies on a sjimplex which is the join 
of a simplex of Ji and a simplex in Bd Nj* By pushing along these natwall 
fibers, we can define an e/2=isotopy G,, fixed outside Nj, such that 
G, H, (P) n N = 0. Then G, H, is an E-push of (E”, IV) and, by 1p;roposi- 
tion 2.2 (iii), N is a strong Z,,_k_2-Set in En. 
Lemma 4.2. Let X be a strong Z,, k 2Iset in Efll and let Y be a strong 
%I 2 2 -set in E? If U is an open subset of En containing X n Y, and K 
is a-triangulation of U, then there exist homeomorphisnzs .!z and g of E? 8 
bloth f&ed outside U and moving points a distance less than 2 m,esh K, 
such that h(X) n g(Y) c Int Iq(sd @? n sd(K’)), sd2K‘)i. 
roof. Consider i;he closed subsets I&?1 and I@ I of ;U: The open Set 
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u’ = In;[q(Sd(g’f~ sd (K’)), sd2 K’j cont&ns the intersection of these 
two sets and hence there exist open sets V and W in U such that 
‘VI, @I, WI /Kkl and Vn WC U’. 
N&V let KHBmiW1 be the (rr--I- I)-skeleton of K. Since Y is a strJng 
z n_tz-set in En, we can apply Proposition 22(iv) to obtain a homeo- 
morphism g, , fixed outside 17: such that g,(Y) n IK’-‘-l I = 
p and Kn-“’ are “complementary” skeleta and hence there is a homeo- 
morphism g2, also fixed outside U, such that g2g, (Y) c K These two 
homeomorphisms ay be constructed so that g = g2gl moves Nints a 
distance less than 2 mesh K. 
We now apply a similar procedure to X. Let XnMk-l be the dual 
(n - k - I)-skeleton of K. Since X is a strong Zn k *-set in En, we can 
push X off @-+ 1 1 and therefore close to @l_Let h denote such a 
homeomorphism, i.e., hlEn \ U = 1, d(x, h(x)) < 2 meshK for each 
x E U, and ;5(X’) C IV. Then /z(X) fs g(Y) e: V’n W c U and the lemma 
is proved. 
Proof of Theorem I. I_ We construct homeomorphisms h and g of En, 
both fixed outside U and moving points a distance less than (z/2, such 
that h(X) n g(Y) is a strong Zn_ (k+l_nj_z-se~ in En. Then by Proposition 
2.2(i), g-l h is the desired homeomorphism. 
Let Nili> 1 
e/2’+ l. 
be a sequence of positive real numbers uch that ei < 
We shall wish to impose other restrictions on this sequence in 
order to control the convergence of a sequence of homeomorphisms, 
but these shall be indicated later. Let U, = U and let K, triangulate 27, 
such that meshKt < e1 /2. By Lemma 4.2, there exist homeomorphisms 
h, and g,, both fixed outside U, and moving points a distance less than 
e1 !, such that h, (.X) n g1 (Y’) c Int Iq(sd (z{ n sd (K:)), S-I?- K1 )I. Let J, 
be a finite subcomplex of &?I n sd (Kk) which is full in sd K and such 
thigt h,(X) n g, (Y’) C Int }r,(sd J, , sd2 K, )I and let N, = 1~ (sd J, , sd2 K,)I. 
Let U2 = Int N, and iet K, be a triangulation of U2 such that mesh 
K, < Ed /2. Applying Lemma 4.2 again, this time to U& K,, h 1 (X) and 
g, (Y), there exist homeomorphisms tl, and g, , both fixed’outside U2 
and nioving points a distance less than e2, such that h, h 1 (X) n g,g, (Y) C 
Int lq(sd (K! (‘I sd (Ki)), sd* .K)l. Again, kt J, be a finite subcomplex of 
Ei n sd (I$) which is full. in sd K and such that h,i”l, (X) n g,g, (Y) C 
Int Iq(sd J,, sd12 &)I and let N, = l?~(sdJ~, sd2 &)I. 
Continuing iinductively, we can construct sequences ( Ui }, { Ki), (hi}) 
Igi}, C Ji> and {IV& SU& that 
(i) 'k'j triangulates Wi an mesh Ki < 5.12 for each i 2 1: 
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(ii) each Ji is a finite subcomplex of Ri n sd (Kf ) which is full in sd X, 
(iii) Ni = I;l(SdJi, sd* Ki)I for each i 2 1, 
(iv) Int A$+ 1 C Ni for each i 2 Ii!, 
(v) each & and gi is a homeomorphism ofEn, fixed outside Ui and 
moving points a distance less than Ei, st.41 that hi . . . h 1 (X) n gi ,.. gl( Y) c 
Itlt Ni. 
Now notice that ei+r can be chosen arbitrarily small after hi and Q 
have been chosen and hence the sequences {hi} and {gi} can be made to 
converge very fast. It is well known (see9 e.g., [ 1,3] ) that the sequerlc’es 
{hi} and {g$ can therefore be chosen SO that limi,, {hi . . . h, )- = h ;l.r~l 
lim i~~ {gi . . . g, ) = g are homeomorphisms of En. We shall assume that 
this is so. 
Now note that h and g fix En \ U and move points a distance less than 
e. Moreover, by Lemkma 4.1) N = f’$ l Ni is a strong Zn_ k+z_n)_ *-set 
in En and hence h(X) n g[ Y), which is a closed subset o )_ N, is also a 
strong Zfi_ (k+l_nj _*-set by Proposition 2.2 (ii). This completes the prli>of. 
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